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April 22, 2016 
ADDENDUM #1 

IFB 16-19  PROVISION & INSTALLATION OF WATER MAINS & APPURTENANCES 
AS NEEDED 

******ATTENTION BIDDERS****** 
(To be completed and returned with bid response) 

 
1. Q: How will tees, bends, fittings, and other miscellaneous fitting items be paid? Will they be work order 

changes? 
A: All tees, bends, fitting, etc shall be included in the price for the linear feet of pipe. 

2. Q: What is the intent of the application of the items in Section I item 13-18? Is this intended to be 
connect to existing stub out or cut in connection there are a many different ways this could be used, 
some direction of the intent would give a more competitive bid.  
A: It is possible that both types of connections (cutting in to a connection and connecting to a stub out) will 
be covered under items 13-17; however, the majority of connections will most likely be cut in to the existing 
pipe. Connection contract quantities will vary. 

3. Q: In section IV and V item 20 “flaggers” judging by it being plural one would infer this is for a two man 
flagger set up, can you confirm.  
A: Yes, please assume a two man flagger set up. 

4. Q: Who previously held this contract with the Town, and would it be possibly to release the previous 
contract prices? 
A: The Town previously rode a contract. 

5. Q: What is the anticipated value of this contract, and what has this contract done in previous years? 
A: The contract value will vary, but will most likely be between $100,000 and $300,000 depending on 
available funding.  

6. Q: In the Unlisted work sections, you have tandem dump truck with operator and dump truck with 
driver, what would you consider a medium dump truck?  
A: A medium dump truck should be considered a non CDL driver (2 ton or small dump truck). 

 
ALL OTHER TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND SPECIFICATIONS SHALL REMAIN THE SAME. 
 
A copy of this signed addendum must accompany your response as an acknowledgment of its receipt: 
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______________________________________________ 
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